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● L’épreuve est individuelle.
● Les livres et dictionnaires sont interdits.
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● Il n’y a qu’une seule bonne réponse par question.
● Avec un stylo noir ou un feutre noir coche dans la
GRILLE DE REPONSES, pour chaque question, la case
correspondant à la bonne réponse.
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● Les questions N°1 à N°18 rapportent 4 points pour
chaque bonne réponse. Les questions N°19 à N°36
rapportent 5 points pour chaque bonne réponse.
Les questions N°37 à N°54 rapportent 6 points pour
chaque bonne réponse.
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● Une mauvaise réponse fait perdre un quart de sa
valeur en points. Si aucune réponse n’est donnée à une
question, elle rapporte 0 point. Si plusieurs réponses
sont données à une question, elle rapporte 0 point.
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→

Inscris ici

le login à 7 chiffres situé en haut à droite de ta
grille réponses. Ce login te sera indispensable
pour accéder à tes résultats sur internet.

>>> Mercredi 14 mai 2014 <<<
Les corrigés des questions seront disponibles sur le site.

>>> Mardi 10 juin 2014 <<<
- Les résultats seront intégralement disponibles sur le site.
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Big Ben .......... in London.
A. am		

B. is		

C. are		

D. has

C. are		

D. can

I ................. a black cat.
A. have got

B. has		

“Are Emma and Jane sisters?” “ ....................... .”
A. Yes, she is			
C. No, they haven’t
B. No, she isn’t			
D. Yes, they are
Jack’s in the bookshop. He’s ............... a book.
A. buying		

B. buy		

C. write		

D. has

We usually .................. to the cinema on Saturday evenings.
A. are going

B. like		

C. go		

D. watching

Complete the “family” of words: eye, ear, nose, .................
A. bed		

B. mouth		

C. cat		

D. tree

..................... girls are there in your class?
A. How much

B. How old

C. How many

D. How often

I don’t want to go out tonight. I ............. to stay at home.
A. will		

B. am going

C. went		

D. go

Superman can fly .................... than a plane.
A. as fast		

B. quickly than

C. faster		

D. slow

You see your best friend, Mark, in front of the school. He looks very
unhappy. What can you say?
A. Why are you happy?		

C. Pleased to meet you.

B. You’re welcome.		

D. What’s the matter?

The shop didn’t have .......... apple juice so I bought some lemonade.
11 Is that OK?
A. no		
B. some		
C. any		
D. a
12

She went into her bedroom, and .................... the door.		
A. open		

B. closed		

C. closes		

D. is opening

........................ is part of the United Kingdom.
13 A. Canada			
B. The Republic of Ireland		

C. Northern Ireland
D. Australia

“I’m really sorry,” he said. “I think I’ve ................. the photo that
14 you gave me.”
A. lose		
B. losing		
C. lost		
D. loses
Mr Matthews is busy at the moment, so ........... please wait for a few
15 minutes?
A. do you
B. must you
C. don’t		
D. would you
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“What’s the new teacher like?” “I don’t know. I .................... yet.”
16 A. haven’t met him		
C. have seen her
B. already saw her			
D. have just arrived
17

18

“Break” rhymes with “......................”.
A. week		

B. headache

C. speak		

D. Jack

Your friend Anna says to you, “It really suits you.” 			
What is she talking about?
A. Your homework.			
B. Your new coat.			

C. Your dog. 		
D. A new friend.
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Lis cet email pour répondre aux questions 19 à 23.
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Dear Mum,
We arrived here last night. The trip was awful – it rained all the way
so Mike couldn’t drive very fast and he was very tired when we got
to the hotel. But today it’s hot and sunny and we went to the beach
this morning. We’ve just finished lunch – the hotel restaurant’s
quite good – and I’m in my room. This afternoon we’re going to
take a boat trip around the coast.
Love, Diana

A woman says to a man, “I’m sorry, we’re full up.” What was the
man’s question?
A. Are there any seats for tonight’s concert?
39 B. How many tickets do you want?
C. Can I have two kilos of apples, please?
D. Have you got the time, please?

C. at home with her mother
D. on holiday with Mike

Mike was tired yesterday because ............................... .
C. the plane was late
20 A. he couldn’t sleep in the train
B. the car journey was long and difficult
D. it was too hot
Diana is ...................... when she is writing the email.
21 A. on the beach
C. on a boat
B. in the hotel		
D. in a plane
Diana ....................... lunch.
22 A. enjoyed her 		
B. hasn’t had		
23

24

C. didn’t enjoy her
D. is going to have

C. In the country. D. On a boat.

My mother has worked in a bank since ...................... .
A. 2005
B. ten years
C. three months
D. a long time

The ................... is the leader of a political party and head of
25 the British government.
A. President B. Prime Minister C. monarch D. Secretary of State
26

The film is very long. It ............... almost two and a half hours.
A. watches
B. puts		
C. lasts
D. makes

27

Pronunciation: “chemistry” = O o o; “biology” = ...............
A. O o o o
B. o O o o
C. o o O o
D. o o o O
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Oh, Paul! You forgot the tickets, ..................... ?
A. did it

B. wasn’t it

C. haven’t you

D. didn’t you

He lives very near the school so he ................ to take the bus;
29 he can walk.
A. mustn’t
B. doesn’t have
C. haven’t got
D. never will

32

Complete the “family” of words: swimming, surfing, sailing ......
A. cycling
B. diving
C. shouting
D. tidying

You .................... fast. It’s bad for your digestion.
33 A. shouldn’t eat so
C. have to eat 		
B. must drink 		
D. mustn’t drink more
You are at a basketball game. What can you say to encourage
34 your team?
A. Come in!
B. Keep out!
C. Run out!
D. Come on!
The plane .......... from Heathrow at 6 p.m. and landed in Dublin
35 at 7.15 p.m.
A. took off
B. went out
C. got up
D. went away
36

Can you teach me the rules please? I ......... played this game before.
A. didn’t often

B. not yet

C. never did

D. have never

A. at

B. from

C. with

D. by

“Is the restaurant open?” “I don’t ........... . There are no lights on.”
A. think so
B. hope so
C. think it
D. believe

42 A. The Big Challenge point com
C. The Big Challenge stop com
B. The Big Challenge comma com D. The Big Challenge dot com
43

The dentist wanted to know ................... my teeth every day.
A. I could brush

B. did I clean

C. if I brushed

D.that I brush

She went to a refugee camp in Africa last year ..................
44 the people there.
A. help
B. and help
C. for helping
D. to help
Only one of these sentences is true. Which one? 		
A. Britain is not part of the European Union.				
45 B. Belfast is the capital of Scotland.
				
C. About 8 million people live in London.
			
D. Stonehenge is in Ireland.
I remember ......................... before she became famous. 		
She was very different then.
46
A. meeting Adele		
C. to meet Mylie
			
B. that saw Taylor
D. write to Katy

47

48

The “o” in “mother” has the same sound as the “o” in “ .............”.
30
A. over		
B. on
C. not
D. above
She had an accident because she ................ on her mobile phone
31 when the car in front of her stopped very suddenly.
A. called
B. was talking
C. talked
D. wasn’t looking

“Are you pleased ................ your new phone?” “Yes, it’s great.”

How do you say thebigchallenge.com?			

Where are Diana and Mike going to spend the afternoon?
A. In the hotel. B. On the beach.

D. Liverpool

“Is Mark here?” “No, I’m sorry he isn’t. ............. see his girlfriend.”
38 A. He’s gone to		
C. He’s been to 			
B. He went and 		
D. He doesn’t want

Diana is ........................ .
19 A. on holiday alone
B. in London with Mike

................... is 76 miles from London.
A. Edinburgh
B. Dover
C. Belfast
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“Can we go now?” “Not yet. Mum’s still getting dressed.
We’ll leave as soon as ...................... .”
A. she’ll be ready		
B. we’ll go

C. she got dressed
D. she’s ready

		

These are the flowers ............... for Valentine’s Day. 		
I’m going to give them to her tonight.
A. that I gave her
B. I’ve bought her

C. which bought them
D. did I buy for her

		

Their car ....... down on the motorway and they had to phone for help.
A. got

B. turned

C. broke

D. stood

Pronunciation. Complete the list: pair, care, wear, ................
A. year		

B. are

C. fear

D. pear

Grace didn’t think the test was very difficult and ............. I.
A. so did

B. also did

C. neither did

D. nor do

The coach was very angry with the players. He .....................
sit down and be quiet.
A. asked for them		
B. said that they		

C. told them to		
D. told to them

In England, you have to pass your GCSE exams if you want to .......... .
53 A. go to secondary school
B. go to university

54

C. drive a car
D. work for the government

Apart from holidays at Christmas, New Year and Easter, there are
three other public holidays in England. What are they called?
A. National days.		
B. Bank holidays.		

C. Labour days.
D. Constitutional holidays.
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